Channelling Wisdom from
the Spirit Energ y Known
as Zoltach

The Message
is Clear
Seek Your Truth

ABOUT REV. SAYGE

R

ev. Sayge Whitesong has been guiding &
assisting people in their lives for over
30 years with their life contracts. He currently
lives in Ontario, Canada with his beautiful
wife & family. He is an international
author, shaman & spiritual educator
who was himself educated & trained in
the ancient, sacred & traditional ways by
spiritual teachers from all over the world.
Rev. Sayge, in his spiritual work, channels
a spirit entity known as“Zoltach”.
Rev. Sayge is also trained & certified in many
eastern & western healing modalities and he
often combines both the traditional &
non-traditional wellness systems to assist
those who seek his experience & counsel.
He has always believed in being of service
to others & giving back to his global
community whenever possible. In keeping
with these beliefs he dedicates his time and
mentors children, homeless at risk youth and
seniors, teaching them valuable life skills and
life enhancement programming.

Together Sayge & Zoltach continue to change the lives of
those they meet everyday for the greater good and for this
Sayge says“I am both humbled & honoured”.

“Take care Sayge, Thank you for giving me the peace I have been seeking for most of
my life, and I hope it will stay with me for the rest of my contract! Love Ya!”
L.R., October 27th/08
(Niagara Region)
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DEEP TRANCE CHANNELLING

D

eep Trance Channelling is a mental state of deep trance where the person achieving the
trance state is actually removing his or her conscious self. This is similar to going to sleep
and talking while in the sleep state. To all outward appearances it seems as if the person doing
the trance is sound asleep yet able to talk. Spirit enters the body of the deep trance medium and
uses it to communicate with the physical world.
Upon achieving this deep trance state, the medium
(the person doing the channelling)“astral travels”
and is not consciously aware of the happenings
that take place during the session. In order to
achieve the trance state the deep trance
medium must raise his or her consciousness
to a point where greater dimensions are
encompassed. In effect the mind is allowed
to greatly expand its scope of understanding
and its range of perception. At these very
high levels the connection with spirit is achieved
and information on various subjects is given using
the deep trance medium’s body.

Deep trance channelling is very safe and you will witness certain body movements while
Rev. Sayge is in trance that are caused by spirit’s integration into his body. This is all part of
the trance experience. Please keep in mind there are many different types of channellers in the
world and what you are witnessing is called deep trance channelling.

“Last night was amazing...I am still wowing... I went home and told my mom of
your abilities, and now we would like to book something.”
Leah,
Hamilton, Ontario
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WHO IS “ZOLTACH”?

T

he spirit called“Zoltach” is a warm, loving & gregarious
spirit energy that provides valuable life contract
information for those who are in transition and seeking guidance
along their path. Rev. Sayge is not Zoltach but rather is the
person who channels him.
Zoltach uses Rev. Sayge’s physical body to deliver messages to this
world. Zoltach has assisted thousands of people from all over the
world & from many walks of life with spiritual guidance over
the years. Each person has benefited from the straight forward
wisdom & amazing energy this spirit brings to life’s most
challenging issues.

Zoltach is the“lead spirit” of a council of spirit energies from the
source. His own physical past life is that of a Jesuit priest from
the 1800’s. His advice is delivered in a warm, understanding and jovial manner and with
profound wisdom and is always presented in a way beneficial to the listener.

Sayge & Zoltach have been featured many times on TV & international radio. They
continue to reach out to a global audience to educate people on their life contracts, exchange
valuable soul code information and impart transitional messages from the other side.

***Please note this is not a fortune telling, psychic or mind reader experience; rather it is an
empowering spiritual life guidance experience with a powerful spirit energy who will guide
and mentor you through some of your most challenging life issues. Zoltach will empower you
to do your own personal work & support you by showing you various pieces of your past,
present & future life contract(s) each time you see him in the various realities you exist in.***

T

he other person you are viewing sitting next to Rev. Sayge with the notebook in hand
is called the“Trance Director” and he or she must be present each time Sayge attempts
a trance state. The very important role of the director is first to facilitate the group in all
respects. The director is in complete control of the room during the trance session and we
ask that you please respect his/her directions and instructions given during the sessions. The
next important duty for the director is the protection of Sayge’s physical body while in trance
and to monitor his physical energy levels as they can fluctuate. The director also assists the
audience with clarifying questions to Zoltach and the answers given back from Zoltach if
they don’t understand. The director will also assist the client in many other ways during the
session as well as the monitoring time of the session. If you need assistance or clarification
during the session just ask the director and she will be pleased to help you. Please note the
director has the authority to terminate the session at anytime if she feels there is a danger to
Rev. Sayge in any respect or the session has run overtime.
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GROUP READINGS

T

he group reading you are about to experience is an amazing gathering of people &
spirit. This room will be full of spirit energy and you will become part of that energy
adding to its richness and love. Please know that you were called to be here by spirit whether
you are a new comer who has arrived just to check things out or a regular member of the
Zoltach community returning for further guidance. There is a reason you are present here in
this place and have answered spirit’s call. Just be open-minded & listen for the many messages
that will be meant for you even in another person’s reading who is in this room. You may
have felt many emotions or physical reactions from your body prior to getting here today.
Everything you have felt is normal as the human body attempts to prepare for the very high
spirit energy you are about to experience. We ask that there is complete silence as Rev. Sayge is
going in and out of the trance state which may take several minutes. Once he is in trance you
are free to stretch & use the washroom facilities if needed.
Upon purchasing tickets for this event each person has
been assigned special seating which allows them to
ask 1 or 2 questions depending on the seating they
purchased. There is also a section of seating
which is called“overflow” seating where guests
are seated with no guarantee of getting
a question but if there is time the director
will allow 1 question to be asked by each
person in the“overflow” section until time
runs out on the session. Please be respectful
and mindful of our other guests & our limited
time together. Please keep your questions short
in explanation & limited to your allotted amount.
The director will intervene if abuses of time occur.

**A smudge ceremony may take place in the room you are sitting in prior the reading today
which involves the use of sage as an energy cleansing tool. This process creates smoke in the
room for a brief period of time. If you have any physical or medical condition which will be
aggravated by the presence of smoke please leave the room for a short duration and wait
outside until this part of the ceremony is completed.**

If you have to leave early from this session please do so quietly.
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GROUP READINGS
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
People from all walks of life and from around the world have come to seek wisdom & guidance
during group sessions from Zoltach. It is very important for you to understand that the
answers from Zoltach to your questions may not reflect your personal belief systems or current
thinking about a certain situation but this is why you are here to get guidance from spirit.
Only ask the questions you are prepared & open to hear the answers to. Remember the more
specific the question the better the answer.
I invite you to take this very important & deep guidance you will receive from spirit and sit
with it for a while (day, week, month) & contemplate it’s various meanings to you. Do not
limit yourself & take the answers to your questions at face value only. The answers given by
Zoltach are sometimes metaphorical & sometimes literal. Like an onion the information you
are given will peel back & unfold and validate in many layers over time even if it doesn’t make
sense to your ears or conscious mind right away. I encourage you to look for the spirit signs
and symbols of validation of the messages you receive today in your everyday life when you
leave this group reading. It may be a sign on a building
or a truck with a commercial message on it driving
by or even a personalized licence plate on a vehicle.
It could even be a stranger who you meet that
speaks to you and says something interesting
that Zoltach talked about in your reading.
Expand your awareness during & when
you leave this group session.
AFTER THE GROUP SESSION
After the group session is completed please know
that you may experience many emotions and/or
physical reactions to the energy of Zoltach or the
messages you received from him. Please take the time to
re-ground yourself and centre your energy before driving home. Take your time and drink
plenty of fluids. This has been a powerful spirit energy experience remember.
Although he would like to remain and speak to everyone Rev. Sayge is very tired after a group
event trance session and needs his rest and so he will be unavailable to socialize after the trance
session. If you want to make an appointment to consult with him please let one of the event
staff know & arrangements can be made the following day or at a later time.
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PRIVATE READINGS & WISDOM CIRCLE GATHERINGS
PRIVATE READINGS
Private 30 min readings are offered traditionally the day following a group event. These must
be reserved in advance of the day. After this group reading if you wish to schedule a private
reading with Rev. Sayge & Zoltach then please see one of our event staff.
WISDOM CIRCLE GATHERINGS
Please ask about a Wisdom Circle Gathering
with Rev. Sayge which is usually held the
morning or evening following a group reading.
The wisdom circle is a small gathering of like
minded local community folks who enjoy
some drumming time (even if you don’t have
one), meditation and communicating about
issues that affect the local community and
themselves personally. This ancient practice has
been done for centuries in traditional communities
around the world and is still practiced today.
Through intimate discussion on issues raised with spirits guidance we heal and create progress
towards openness & community togetherness. This event is usually conducted by candle light
& is held in a very traditional way.
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BOOKS & MERCHANDISE
Rev. Sayge’s best selling channelled books & Zoltach
t-shirts are available for purchase at this event. Please
see the event staff for further information.

IN CLOSING

I

would like to personally take this opportunity to
say thank you for coming to my spirit event.
If nothing else today you have experienced
something new and this is always beneficial
to our lives. If you are a returning Zoltach
community member I want to thank you
for all your support now & in the past of
my work with Zoltach.
If you would like to hold a Zoltach group
event in your community please contact us and
we will be delighted to assist you in arranging this.
Love Always
Rev. Sayge

“Sayge is a Channeller who will be recognized
as one of the greats. I do endorse his loving
spiritual work. Recommend totally.”
Cliff Preston C.H.T.
Deep Trance Channel (2011)

WEB SITES & CONTACT INFORMATION
www.zoltach.com
www.revsayge.com
www.giantlifesolutions.com
phone: 1-289-241-6983
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